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Global Warming
It was the summer day of April.
Tinku's mother plucks the cucumbers,
lemons and oranges from her house garden
And feels them in a basket saying her son to sell
In a market adjacent to the village.
Tinku covers his body under an umbrella
And steps out of his house.
He eventually sees a dying mouse.
After a deep contemplation he understands the
Global warming as the primary cause
Of making the severe mess in the lives
Of all living and non living beings
Of this ecologically instable world.
Before leaving for the village market
Tinku comes to his parental garden again.
He is able to feel and hear his soul's screaming
And that of the creatures of the garden.
Squirrels, parrots, bees are laying
On the Earth's surface in chain
And this boy's hearty toil in saving them goes in vain.
He finds himself sinking deep in his own oceanic emotions.
He hears his grandpa's voice and comes running like a deer
Who searches for the source of the
Water under the scorching sun.
The emission of carbon monoxide through
Vehicles, air-conditioners and refrigerators has proved demonic
And the Earth's temperature is soaring up
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Without following the environmental ethics.
Tinku's grandpa tells him not to be in mental tension.
Battery enabled electric and solar rickshaws,
Vehicles and scooters must be the practical diagnosis
Of the excess heat in front of the present generation.
Growing shadowy trees in bulk
And their safety even when the night is dark
These all eco-friendly initiatives will make
The global warming a matter of past.

The Trees
Trees are shelter house,
Providing a congenial place for the birds, bees and mammals
For protecting them from sunburn and heavy wind.
Trees are the purifier of the Earth's air,
Helping in the pollution-free air
For the healthy survival of humans and animals.
Trees are the symbols of utmost divinity,
Uniting the families, friends and relatives
At the time of weddings and religious rituals.
Trees become the coolers
At the time of hot temperature in the surrounding,
Releasing the cool wind for humans, animals and birds
For a hassle free sound sleep.
Trees absorb the poisonous dusts from the atmosphere,
Making the entire humanity safe from diseases
And avoiding any chance of tears.
Trees give us fruits,
Allowing ourselves to make their pickles and juices.
Let us preserve the trees,
For there would be ecological harmony on the Earth.
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